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SUMMARY

The complex turbulent flow around three complex surfaces was measured in
detail with a hot wire. The measured data include extensive spatial surveys
of the mean velocity and turbulence intensity and measurements of the turbu-
lence spectra and scale length at many locations. This paper completes the
publication of the turbulence data by reporting a summary of the turbulence
spectra that were measured within the noise source locations of the flow.

The resultssuggestsome useful simplificationsin modelingthe very
complex turbulent flow around complex surfaces for aeroacoustic predictive

!

models. The turbulence spectra also show that noise data from scale models of
moderate size can be accurately scaled up to full size.

INTRODUCTION

The noise generated by a turbulent airstream passing over the wings and
flaps of conventional- and short-takeoff-and-landing (CTOL and STOL) aircraft
and other complex surfaces is of practical interest. A number of these sur-
faces have been studied acoustically in detail. However, the complex turbu-
lent flow around these complex surfaceshas neitherbeen measured in detail
nor relatedto the measuredacousticdata. The authors,in a previouspaper
(ref. i), reportedon the turbulenceand mean flow parametersthat affect the
noise level and radiationpatternof three vastlydifferentcomplex surfaces.
An approximateacousticanalogymodel was used to estimatethe size and loca-
tion of the volume and surfacenoise sources. The three surfacesand related
noise sourcecontours are reproducedfrom reference1 in the three figures in
this report.

This short report completesthe publicationof the turbulencedata by
reportinga summaryof the extensiveturbulencespectrathat were measured
within the noise source regions. These data and the accompanyingdiscussion
will suggestsome simplificationsthat will be helpfulin applyinga basic
aeroacoustictheory to the complexflows around complexsurfaces. They will
also aid in scalingup acousticdata from small models of these surfacesto
the full-scaleconfiguration.

BRIEF DISCUSSIONOF APPLICABLEBASIC AEROACOUSTICTHEORY

The state of the art in analytically describing the complex turbulent
flow around complex surfaces and the resulting noise emission is summarized



here. Fundamental theories exist for the noise produced by simple flows
around simple surfaces. These theories describe the following: the small-
chord airfoil, the infinite plate with intense turbulent flow over a leading
or trailing edge or with no edges in intense turbulence, and the simple sub-
sonic jet (see the appendix of ref. I, and ref. 2, for details). The theory
for the small-chord airfoil is the nearest to predicting the entire noise
emission (i.e., spectra at all angles) without resorting to empiricism
(ref. 3). Somefundamental theories only predict, in a simple way, the
radiation pattern (e.g., ref. 4). There are of course a large number of
semiempirical theories that give more complete predictions (e.g., ref. 5).

The noise generated by the complex turbulent flows around complex sur-
faces, such as the three surfaces sketched in figures 1 to 3, has certainly
not been described by a fundamental theory. Indeed, the mean flow and the
details of the turbulence have not even been accurately described by an
analytical model. Again, a number of semiempirical theories give a fairly
complete description of a range of surface geometries (refs. 6 and 7). A more
fundamental model is desirable because it should be able to handle a greater
range of configurations. A number of simplifications are required in order
to measure and analytically describe the details of these complex flows in a
tractable manner. Although some of the simplifications used herein may appear
to be extreme, they will not affect the basic conclusions reached.

The simplifying assumptions are as follows:

(i) The spatial gradients of the parameters describing the flow and tur-
bulence are small enough so that single values of the parameters can be used
within each source region of the flow. The longitudinal parameters are mean
velocity UI, rms turbulence velocity Ul, and integral scale length _i.
Furthermore, the noise reaching a point in the far field is the sum of the
noise from all of the volume elements that make up the noise source regions.
Therefore, the effect on the resulting far-field noise of even large local
deviations from single values of the turbulence parameters would tend be
washed out. We shall show later that this is probably a good approximation.

(2) The longitudinal turbulence spectra can be adequately measured by
a single wire (normal to the velocity vector) in the manner of Laurence
(ref. 8). He found that in external turbulent shear flows two-wire correla-
tions for {1 agreed with single-wire measurements of _i, where the peak
value of the longitudinal turbulence energy Fip was used instead of the con-
ventional value at zero wavelength. The lengt_ scale, using the terminology
of reference 9, is

_1 : _ R5FIp (1)

This single-wire technique makes detailed turbulence measurements in the noise
source regions near the complex surfaces tractable.

APPARATUSANDPROCEDURE

Hot-wire surveys were made in the turbulent flows around the three com-
plex surfaces shown by the sketches in figures 1 to 3. The effective size of
all of the nozzles was 5.2 cm. Most of the measurements were made in the
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plane throughthe nozzle center (plane of symmetry),where there is no span-
wise mean flow. A tuft was used to align the wire normal to the mean velocity
vector at other spanwisemeasurementlocations. Most of the measurementswere
taken with a singlewire to obtain longitudinalmean flow and turbulencedata
(U1,_i, and {1 and normalizedspectra). The measurementlocationsare de-
noted in the sketchesby small circleswithin the flow region. A few measure-

ments were taken with X wires of the transverseturbulencevelocity u2 and
its spectrum;the locationswhere this was done are denoted in the sketchesby
small squares. The data measurements,the procedures,and the data reduction
follow standardpractice;for more detail refer to references1 and 9.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Magnitudeand Locationof SourceRegions

The main purposesof this study were to make detailedturbulencespectra
measurementswithin the noise source regionsand to see what these data sug-
gest. Before proceedingany further,the relativemagnitude,size, and loca-
tion of the noise sourcesmust be determined. This can be done by using the
simplifyingassumptionsstated previouslyand the simple acousticanalogy
mode] describedin reference1. This model is describedbrieflyhere so that
the reader will have a better physicalunderstandingof the noise sources.
From reference1 the noise amplitudein the far field is the sum of the con-

tributionsfrom the volume and surfacenoise sourcesat each point within the
turbulentflow field. The amplitudeof the volume and noise sourcesat each
point in the flow I are given by the followingequations:

Volume sources (sourcealwayspresentwhereverthere is turbulence)

I _ V8(_I_8 1

Surface sources(surfaceswith edges immersedin significantturbulence)

where a is 6 for very small-chordairfoils,c/_1 < 1; a is 5 for very large-
chord airfoils,c/_1 > 10; Vn is the nozzlejet velocity;and ro/_1 is the
distancefrom the edge of the surfaceto a given point within the turbulent
flow field. These equationsshow that the magnitudeof the volume and surface
sourcesat each point in the flow dependsprimarilyon the mean velocityand
tne turbulenceintensity _l/V there..The resultingnoise source regionsare
shown by contourson the sketchesin each figure. These constant-noise-source
contourswere copied from referencei. The surfacesource is only strong near
an edge, where ro/{1 is large.



A radiationpattern is associatedwith each source as a factormultlply-
ing I. It dependson the geometryand the localmean flow in the source
region. For example,the volume sourcesof the conflgurationsin figures i
and 2 would be mainly radiated in the downstreamdirection. A velbcitypower
law of VR or better would be expected in that direction,especiallyfor the
over-the-wingconfiguration,where the volume source is dominantover the sur-
face source. In contrast,the three-flapconfigurationis dominatedby the

surfacesource and the chord length is relativelysmall. Therefore,the V_
velocitypower law would be expectedat every angle. The velocitypower law
resultsnoted in the flguresqualitativelyshow how the patternvaries with
geometry and mean flow.

Magnitudeof ParametersWithin Source Regions

It was suggestedbeforethat each sourceregion might be adequately
describedby singlevalues of the turbulenceparameters,therebyprovidinga
simplequantitativedescriptionof the whole complexturbulentflow around the
complex surfaces. Values of these singleparameterswere obtainedby merely
comparingthe noise source regionsto the contourplots in reference1 for
Ul/Vn and U1/Vn and the point values of _1. Table I shows the range of
values of these parametersthat occurredwithin the strong source regions
(i.e., typicallywithin the -5-dB contoursfor the volume surfacesources).

Single values of the turbulenceparameterscould be used for each source
region becausethe range of the values for _i/Vn and UI/Vn is sufficiently
small. The scale lengthvariationis much larger,but the effect of the scale
length on the magnitudeis weak. Therefore,a single value could be used.

TurbulenceSpectralMeasurements

Longitudinalturbulencespectra FI<R5kl> were measuredat many locations
in the turbulentflow around the three surfaces. A representativesampleof
these spectrais plotted in figures 1 to 3. These spectrahave been normal-
ized by a verticalshift so that the peak energiescoincideas definedby
equation (4).

4F1<k1R5>

FI P (4)

where R_ is a constant set here at the hydraulic radius of the nozzles
(R5 _ 2._ cm). The wave number at the peak ke was used to normalize the
frequency according to equation (5).

kl 2_f(_) 2_
ke - U1 =_-- (Rskl)Fip (5)

where



2_f (6a)
kI - U1

and
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ke - 3 (6b)

The spectra in the three figures were measured at a large number of points in
the flow. For example, the spectrum marked with solid circles in figure 2 was
measured (as the sketch shows) at a point well downstream of the trailing edge.

Examination of the three figures reveals that there are basically two
types of spectra: The spectra associated with the open symbols have no de-
finite peak except at zero frequency; the spectra associated with the solid
symbols have a definite peak. In most cases the peaked spectra occurred
within the secondary turbulent mixing region of the flow coming off the trail-
ing edge of the surface.

Discussion of the Spectra

Having described the spectral data, we now discuss the significance of
the spectral results. In particular, what simplifications are suggested that
would permit improvements in aeroacoustic analytical models? And finally,
what do these results suggest with regard to scaling up acoustic data from
small-scale models?

Simplifications in aeroacoustic models. - Above kl/k e : 1 nearly all
of the longitudinal spectr_ were within *i dB of the Kolmogoroff law (k_ 5/3)
or the exponential law (k_L). These laws are for the nonviscous inertial sub-
range. The kr 7 law applies where viscous effects dominate (ref. 10). These
laws also describe the limited number of transverse spectra measured.

Wemust now relate the turbulence spectra to the acoustic spectra for
this model size (5.2-cm nozzle). The normalized frequency kl/k e is related
to the Strouhal number used in acoustics fdn/V n.

kl 2_fl (_ 1X_.Vnl (fdn _

ke- =i lTee= "_ t_n)tS)t_) ('>

where dn and Vn are the nozzle diameter and velocity,respectively,and
U1 is the local mean velocity. Equation (7) is then evaluatedapproximately
by using typicalvalues for _I/dn and _l/Vn from table I:

k I /fdn_

For a velocity range of 120 to 240 mlsec the normalized frequency kllk e range
would be from 0.4 to 40 for an acoustic frequency range of 200 to 40 000 Hz.
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Within this range nearly all of the normalized turbulence spectra on the
three plots collapse together (within ±1 dB). In other words, a single
normalized turbulence spectrum describes all of the points within the source
regions, over the range of the acoustic data for the model (0.4 < kl/k e < 40).

But what about the few points where there is a very peaked spectrum that
does not match the single universal spectrum A unique characteristic in the
turbulence spectral data permits a good check on the previous claim that single
values of Ul/Vn, _l/dn, and UI/V n and a single curve for the normalized
spectra will descrlbe the turbulent flow for complex surfaces adequately for
acoustic modeling purposes. A large region of the flow for the model over-
the-wing configuration (fig. 2) had a strong peak that persisted at higher
velocities. Indeed, the turbulence spectrum described by the solid triangles
was the most peaked spectrum observed. Spanwise spectral measurements show
that this region was about half a nozzle width wide. Such a large region must
surely generate a noticeable peak in the far-field acoustic spectra. Never-
theless there was no evidence of even a weak peak in the acoustic spectra near
the frequency of this peak. In other words, the noise emitted from other
polnts in the source regions, with somewhat different turbulence parameters,
was enough to swampout this peculiar peaked source region. This result again
suggests that little would be gained by modeling the turbulent flow in detail;
slngle values of the turbulence parameters are sufficient for each source
region. This does not mean that peaked acoustic spectra cannot occur. A
small cylinder has a region of intense highly correlated turbulence in its
near wake; it produces a very peaked acoustic spectrum (ref. 3). But keep in
mind that peaked turbulence spectra would become less peaked as the size of
the surface or velocity (i.e., Reynolds number) was increased (ref. 8).

A universal normalized turbulence spectrum would tend to produce a uni-
versal acoustic spectrum at 90" from the direction of the mean flow through
the source region. The 90" was selected to remove mean velocity effects.
Normalized acoustic spectra from these types of complex surfaces do indeed
tend to collapse together.

Scaling up acoustic data from a model. - Examination of fundamental aero-
acoustic theories for jet and surface noise indicates that small-scale-model
acoustic data can be simply scaled up to full scale (at the same Vn). Scaling
requires that the square of the ratio of model diameter to microphone radius
(dn/R)2, the ambient temperature, and the attenuation be accounted for and
also that the model and full-scale Strouhal number fdn/V n and normalized
turbulence spectra be the same. The normalized turbulence spectra for the
model and full-scale configurations will agree if viscous effects are not
important. The three plots show that viscous effects are only important above
a normalized frequency of kl/k e = 100, where the turbulence spectral law
changes from kr 5/3 (nonviscous) to kT/ (viscous effects dominate). Corre-
sponaing to kl/k e : i00 is a Strouhal number of about 20. Because this is
much blgher than the upper limit of the acoustic model data, acoustic model
data with a 5-cm nozzle are safely below the viscous-dominated region. Full-
scale data may be a problem because the acoustic data go up to 20 kHz. But
these data are also below the viscous region because the transition (nonvis-
cous to viscous) increases with the Reynolds number to the 0.75 power (ref. 9).

Recent comparisons of scaled-up model data from complex surfaces agreed
wlthin 1 to 2 d_ with full-scale data, except at low velocities, where the
internal engine fan noise affected the full-scale noise at high frequency.



CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The results given in this report suggest some useful simplifications in
modeling the complex turbulent flow around complex surfaces for aeroacoustic
predictive models. Even with these simplifications the authors believe that
the state of the art in applying fundamental aeroacoustic theory to complex
surfaces is not sufficiently advanced to predict the noise emission without
considerable empiricism. On the other hand, noise data from scale models can
be simply and accurately scaled up. Therefore until significant improvements
are made in applying fundamental aeroacoustic theory and in modeling the com-
plex turbulent flow for use in these theories, it is simpler and more accurate
to measure the noise from a small-scale model and scale up the data.
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS

a exponentin eq. (3)

c airfoilchord length,m

dn nozzle diameter,m

FI<klR5> turbulenceenergy in narrowfrequencyband 6 Hz wide

_p peak value of turbulenceenergy spectrum
f frequency,Hz

I sound intensity

ke wave number at peak value of turbulenceenergy

kI wave number,kI = 2_f/U1

_i longitudinalintegrallength scale,m
R microphoneradius,m

R5 normalizingsize, taken here as hydraulicradiusof nozzle

r0 distancefrom edge of surfaceto point within flow field, m

UI local longitudinalmean velocity,m/sec

71 root-mean-squarecomponentof longitudinalturbulencevelocity,
m/sec

Vn nozzle velocity,m/sec
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TABLE I.- RANGEOF VALUESOF ullVn,UIlVn,and 11

WITHINSTRONGSOURCEREGIONS(>-5dB)a

Configuration Surfacesources Volumesources

Slot]esswing Trailing-edgeregion: Trailing-edgeregion:

0.12< U'llVn< 0.14 0.14 < UllVn< 0.16

0.6 < UIlVn < 0.8 0.4 < UIlVn < 0.6

? < tI < 1.8 cm 0.9 < J&l< 1,9 cm

Impingementregion:

0.15 < Ul/Vn < 0.16

0.4 < UIlVn < 0.6

1.5 < £I < 1.8 cm

Over the wing Trailingedge: Near trailingedge:

0.1 < Ul/Vn < 0.13 0.16 < Ul/Vn < 0.18

0.8 < U1/Vn < 0.9 0.4 < U1/Vn < 0.6

? < 11< ? 1.3<t1< 1.4 cm

3-Flap Trailingedge of last flap: Above trailingedge:

0.1 < u11Vn < 0.12 0.15 < u'i/Vn< 0.16

0.5 < U1/Vn < 0.7 0.4 < U1/Vn < 0.6

0.7 < 61 < 1.0 cm 0.9 < (1< 1.4 cm

Betweenflaps:

0.1 < u11Vn < 0.13

0.6 < U1/Vn < 0.8

1.6 < 61 < 1.8 cm

awhere uI is root-mean-squarecomponentof turbulence

velocity,Vn isnozzlevelocity,UI is localmean

velocity,and J&l is integralscalelength.
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